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 Diagonal Pelvic Ear with Straight Legs - Triangle

Teach Pelvic Lift 
1. O.P.  Lie on back, legs out in a V.  Sense how your low back and each hip, and back of thighs and 

knees, are pressing on the floor.  Which heel presses more into the floor?  Choose the heel that is 
heavier on the floor and gently press it more into the floor.  Keep your leg straight. S.T.   What 
happens in the same-side hip as the heel you’re pressing?  Can it start to lift from the floor even a 
little?  What happens in the opposite hip?  Can it begin to press more on the floor?  Can your 
pelvis on that side press more into the floor? 

 Does pressing your heel into the floor begin to turn or tilt your whole pelvis toward the side of 
the heel you are not pressing? Explore this S.T.  If this is not yet a clear movement, purposely but 
just a little, roll your pelvis away from the heel-pressing leg at the same time you press your heel.  
Now press with your heel in a way that makes the pelvis roll away the side of the pressing heel. 

REST  

2. Now press the back of the knee of your other leg to the floor S.T.  Can you lengthen that leg as 
you flatten the knee to the floor?  What’s happening to the hip on that same side?  Is it also 
pressing toward the floor?  Explore this S.T. 

 Now continue pressing the back of your knee to the floor and add pressing at the same time that 
same heel you pressed before.  Does that lift one hip and lower the other and turn your whole 
pelvis to the side of the pressed-down knee more easily now?  Is it more helpful to keep the leg 
of the pressing heel very straight or to let the knee soften and even bend slightly? 

REST    Is there any change in how each hip is pressing the floor? 

3. Bring your attention to your shoulders.  How are they lying on the floor?  Does one press a little 
more into the floor?  The other one is lighter against the floor?  If this isn’t clear, just slightly 
exaggerate what you feel your two shoulders are doing.  Press the pressing one and lift the lifting 
one.  That will feel natural.  Now try it the other way - just a tiny movement - that should not 
feel as habitual.  Now gently and slowly, press the pressing shoulder into the floor and release it 
S.T.  Now, gently and slowly, just a little bit, raise your other shoulder.  How did you raise that 
shoulder?  We will explore several ways. 

a. Now, just roll the lifting shoulder (not more than an inch) inward toward your other 
shoulder.  What does that do to your ribs, your breastbone, your low back?  Does it roll the 
other shoulder more to the floor?  Does it make the other shoulder press toward the floor?  
Keep your elbow passive, don’t push with your arm.   

REST    Is the difference between the two shoulders getting more pronounced? 
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b. Now instead of rolling your lifting shoulder, just raise it up toward the ceiling (less than an 
inch).  How does this affect your ribs, your sternum (breastbone), your other shoulder? 

c. Now, purposely and gently, press the opposite shoulder into the ground as you raise your 
lifting shoulder.  How does this roll or tilt your whole rib cage?  Did you let your head be 
rolled along with your shoulders and rib cage?  Explore, S.T. 

d. Repeat raising the lifting shoulder – diagonally - in a roll that goes more toward the middle 
of your breastbone than straight across to the opposite shoulder.  How does this affect each 
side of your ribs, your sternum (breastbone), your other shoulder?  [optional demo here] 

REST 

e. Now repeat, letting your head lead the way, allowing your shoulder to go with it. 
f.  Now repeat, letting your eyes lead the way, head then moves. 
g. Now repeat, S.T., with eyes opposite head and shoulders and ribs. 
h. Now let eyes lead everything again. 

REST    Feel how each shoulder and each side of ribs lie on the floor relative to each other. 

4. Now repeat #3 with the other shoulder, constantly interested in what the three ways of raising 
your shoulder is doing to your ribs, your breastbone and the other shoulder.  

5. a. Now repeat pressing your heel and letting that raise that same-side hip, flattening the  
  opposite knee and rolling your shoulders, head and eyes to the side of the flattening knee, 

S.T.   This rolls you to one side.  
b. Now repeat, but this time roll your shoulder to the side of the pressing heel.  Can you feel a 

triangle of pressure points:  1) your heel pressing the floor  2) your opposite hip pressing 
the floor  3) your shoulder on the same side as your pressing heel pressing the floor?  
Repeat, M.T. 

REST    Feel 2 heels, 2 hips, 2 shoulders on ground.  Any differences side to side?  The last move you 
did - the triangle – elicited the basic function of walking.  Your pelvis turns one way as your 
ribcage, shoulders, head and eyes turn the other, as one leg steps forward.  This movement is 
called ‘contralateral.’ When babies start to explore this kind of crawling, they are getting ready to 
walk.  Before that stage, the whole body of the baby turns to one side. 

6. Explore one last time pressing that same heel.  How does that pressure move to your opposite hip 
and up your spine?  NOW TRY PRESSING JUST ONCE THROUGH THE HEEL YOU’VE 
NEVER PRESSED.  How is that different?  Come gently to stand.  What is different about each 
leg?  Gently, slightly, just a little bit, shift your weight fully on to one leg, then the other.  How is 
it different?  Slowly take a few steps.  How is it different on each foot?  Do your arms hang 
differently?  Lie back down. 

OPTIONAL 
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1. Teach and Do TRANSFER, then just do the contralateral move (#5b) on the new side, or 
2. Repeat lesson on other side, learning to press with new heel, then transfer and P.L. 

OPTIONAL #7-9: 
   
7. O.P. 

a.  Flatten back.  Feel pelvis roll up toward your waist.  How does the pressure travel up your 
spine? 

b. Now roll your pelvis down toward your feet and make a little more space under your back 
(let your belly be released and puff out toward the ceiling).  How does that affect your 
spine? 

c.  Now alternate rolling your pelvis up toward your waist and down toward your feet. 

8. Now bring your attention to your jaw. 
a. Feel where it’s tight and tighten it more, and release, S.T.   
b. Now open it wide with some effort, feeling how you do that.  Where is the effort?  The 

muscular work?  Open your jaw like this and then release it. S.T. 
c. Now find a middle place to let your jaw be where you are neither holding it tightly nor 

effortfully holding it open.  It is just relaxed in between these two places. 

9. Now repeat the flattening and arching of your low back by rolling your pelvis headward and 
footward. 
a.  Continue this rolling and tighten your jaw again.  What happens in your low back? 
b. Now release jaw to middle and retry the rolling. 

REST    Do P.L. 

10. O.P.  One last time, press each heel alternately, to press with opposite hip to press shoulder 
opposite pressing hip.  On each side, feel the triangle. 

REST   How are you lying on the floor differently from the beginning?  What is more released to the 
floor? 

11. Retest P.L.    Retest stand/ shift weight/ walk. 

1. Teach and Do TRANSFER, then just do the contralateral move (#5b) on the new side, or 
2. Repeat lesson on other side, learning to press with new heel, then transfer and P.L. 
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